
The Lawyer and Faustian Bargains

by Michael E. Tigar

The image of the devil fighting for the soul pervades our litera-
ture. Images from Stephen Vincent Benet's The Devil and
Daniel Webster or the cadences of Milton's Paradise Lost
enliven our speech and our perceptions. The devil, we say, is in
the details, or in the bottle in front of us. For, as we know, "Malt
does more than Milton can/To justify God's ways to man."

In lawyer circles, there is the story of the young law student
standing in front of the career services bulletin board and
shaking his head. An older gentleman appears beside him.
"Why the frown?" the older man inquires.

"There are no jobs in public service," the young man
laments. "To make money and pay off your law school debt,
you have to sell your soul."

"And what," asks the old man, "is wrong with that?"
"Well, for one thing, you go to hell when you die."
"That's not so bad."
"Oh, come on!"
"No, really. I'm the devil, and I know."
"Oh, sure! The devil."
"You don't believe me. Come with me for awhile. I'll have

you back before your next class."
And with that, the young man was spirited away to a sort of

paradise. Soft breezes blew. There were refreshing drinks and
good things to eat. Beautiful young men and women swam in
the lagoon. The young man spent several days there and then
by some magic was back where he had been standing-and
hardly any time had passed.

So he sold his soul. He became successful and wealthy.
Unlike some who followed in the same path, he was never
bothered by the U.S. Attorney, and he certainly did not go to
Club Fed.

As it must to all mortals, death came to him. And he went
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to hell. It was a fiery furnace. The noise and stench were
unbearable. The cries and groans of eternal anguish rattled
around inside his head.

After a few days of this, by his reckoning of time, he
demanded to see the devil. There was a wait, but his wish was
granted. There, in an air-conditioned office, sat the older gen-
tleman who had recruited him.

"Look," the lawyer said. "When you and I made the deal, I
came down here. It was beautiful, peaceful-nothing like
what's out there."

"Ah, yes," said the old gentleman, "you were in our sum-
mer associate program."

That is only one of the thousands of devil-and-the-lawyer
stories. They are everyplace in the Western tradition. In old
Brittany, they spoke of St. Ives, the patron saint of lawyers:
"Saint Yves is from Brittany/A lawyer but not a thief/Such a
thing is beyond belief."

I speak of the "Western" tradition because it seems to me
that this dialectic of God versus evil, and distressingly often
of those who believe in our God versus everybody else's, is a
characteristic of the three great monotheistic religions of the
world: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. If there is one God
and He is all powerful, the very idea of Him summons up the
image of His dialectical antagonist.

Thousands of heretics stood in a valley near Marseille in
1209. "Which ones should we kill?" asked the general that
Philip Augustus had sent to do the papal bidding. He was
standing on the hillside and thinking of the 15,000 men,
women, and children wh6 were down there.

"Kill them all," said the papal legate. "God will recognize
His own."

Oh, yes, there are forces of evil in polytheistic religions, but
none, I think, with the all-encompassing power of Satan in our
mythology, none whose doings set the stage for an opera like
Faust. This sort of confrontation requires an anti-God who
embodies all the characteristics of evil. After slurping, lusting,
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stealing, and blaspheming your way through the seven deadly
sins, you finally total your karma by indulging in the lively ones.

It seems a little strange, at least to me, that "Faustian bar-
gain" or similar locutions should have crept into our legal liter-
ature only recently, in the last half of the 20th century. There are
no federal cases before 1967 that use it, or any variant. Before
1945, there is not a single federal case that uses any combina-
tion of deal, bargain, or contract with Faust, the devil, or Satan.
Perhaps the increased interest in opera has been responsible for
the change, or some newfound willingness to look outside the
English-language cultural tradition. Perhaps in older times
judges were afraid to speak the blasphemous words.

The Snitch as Devil
But there you have it: In the last 40 or so years, the Faust-

ian bargain emerges as a metaphor, officially sanctioned by
judges in their opinions. The metaphor takes its place along-
side other images that express that same deeply rooted idea,
one that is attached to a particular kind of transaction: Some-
body, to gain an advantage to which they are not entitled, does
a deal with a miscreant.

When you tell us who you think is the miscreant in one of
these bargains, you tell us more about your own values than
about the deal you are describing. Unless you are joking, your
choice of image tells us your own sense of right and wrong,
heaven and hell.

Recently, Judge Steven Trott of the Ninth Circuit excoriated
prosecutors for making a deal for testimony and then failing to
find out that the snitch was a liar who was conspiring against
the defendant. Judge Trott spoke of "the devils with whom the
criminal justice system has chosen to deal," meaning to cast
the snitch as devil and the prosecutor as a sort of Faust. Of
course, Trott's Faustian prosecutor saves himself from hell by
making sure that the snitch keeps the bargain to give truthful
testimony. For Judge Trott, the State is young Faust, always in
danger of being seduced by the devils but needing to woo them
in order to punish those who have done evil.

Defense lawyers may see this sort of bargain differently,
especially when they represent clients who are challenging
the existing constellation of state power and social relations.

In 19th century Ireland, as in all countries where a colonial
people foment rebellion, the English Crown would by various
means induce informers to testify against leaders of the liber-
ation movement. Defense counsel knew that the poor
informer was not drawn willingly into his bargain. The Crown
was the devil, and the more dangerous for possessing very
Satan-like powers. After all, the government is not only pow-
erful, it is a recidivist, for when it commits crimes with
impunity, it is tempted to repeat them.

And so, in this image, here is the great Irish barrister John
Philpott Curran speaking of such a bargain:

I speak not now of the public proclamation for informers,
with a promise of secrecy, and of extravagant reward. I
speak of what your own eyes have seen, from the box
where you are now sitting; the number of horrid miscre-
ants, who acknowledged, upon their oaths, that they had
come from the seat of government-from the very Cham-
bers of Dublin Castle-where they had been worked
upon, by the fear of death and the hope of compensation,
to give evidence against their fellows. Oh, yes, the mild,
the wholesome, the merciful councils of this government
are perched over catacombs of living death, where the
wretch that is buried a man, entombed till his heart has
had time to fester and dissolve, is then dug up a witness!
And if you will let him in, please do not let him take an
oath on the Bible. He would defile the Evangelists.

Quoted in Michael Tigar & Kevin McCarthy, The Warrior
Bards (1989).

Not these words, perhaps, but this sort of thinking has dom-
inated my experience for the defense.

I remember my mentor Edward Bennett Williams telling the
jury in the John Connally trial about the dangers of believing
the purchased testimony of Connally's old friend, who had
turned government witness in exchange for absolution in a
dozen bank frauds. "There are some things you cannot buy," he
said. "You can't buy love, for when you pay, it isn't love you
get. You can't buy justice, for when money changes hands, it
becomes injustice. And you can't buy truth. You can buy testi-
mony, and that you have seen is a very different thing."

As lawyers, we may not often think of ourselves as engaged
in such cosmic struggles. And yet, in our daily lives, we often
strive for results or invoke procedures that we would not
countenance for a moment if we were responsible for erecting
by our own standards a system that called itself justice.

We go along in this way because in the nature of our sys-
tem, our adversaries are likewise seeking a result or using a
procedure just as blessed by legal doctrine as the one we
invoke. So in the nature of things as they are, we tell our-
selves, in the clash of principles and procedures, the system
achieves something worthy of justice's name.

There is, of course, a trap in that way of seeing the way in
which we practice law. In fact, the system does not guarantee
good results. Just recently the Supreme Court split five to four,
holding that Congress violated the First Amendment by telling
legal services lawyers they could not advise poor clients to chal-
lenge unfairness in the welfare system or to bring impact litiga-
tion. These prohibitions even extended to expenditure of private
funds that legal services offices might raise. So for the past five
years, the poor's underfunded lawyers have also been prohibited
from playing a full part in defining justice. Justice Anthony
Kennedy, who wrote the majority opinion upholding the rights
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give occasion for the party to say his
counsel or proofs were not heard.

"Of Judicature."
Bacon left 58 essays in about 150

printed pages. Some are a page, others a
few pages, all are terse. They range from
the lofty ("Of Truth," "Of Death," "Of
Unity in Religion," "Of Atheism") to the
homely ("Of Gardens," "Of Plantations,"
"Of Travel," "Of Friendship") to the
practical ("Of Parents and Children," "Of
Regiment of Health," "Of Beauty," "Of
Youth and Age") to the politic ("Of
Seeming Wise," "Of Faction," "Of Cun-
ning," "Of Revenge").

Bacon's essays appear in many editions,
from the cheap to the commemorative.
They even appear on the Internet. See
www.uoregon.edu/-rbear/bacon.html.
For word search, see www.westegg.com/
bacon/index.essays.cgi. For the essays in
Latin, read www.gmu.edu/deparments/
fld/CLASSICS/bacon.html.

So brush up your Bacon. Lo

Mr. Pannill, the reviewer was editor-in-chief of
Volumes 9 and 10 of LITIGATION. He practices law
in Houston, Texas.

Class
Actions

(Continued from page 26)

top-notch experts. It means using the
experts and not limiting them. It means
undertaking an all-out effort and factual
development of industry conditions or the
like that directly bear on whether the
requirements for certification can be sat-
isfied. The class certification decision
must be viewed for what it frequently
is-the pivotal decision in the case. The
best way to win the heart and the mind of
the court is to make a compelling eviden-
tiary record that certification is not appro-
priate. That takes time and effort, but it is
well worth the investment.

Many attorneys view the class certi-
fication hearing as something akin to an
appellate argument. This is a sure
recipe for disaster. If you have under-
taken all of the steps described above, a
trial-like proceeding will follow with
little additional effort. All of those
steps will have been for naught if only
an appellate argument follows. Trials

are the perfect format for persuasively
joining facts and law. A class certifica-
tion hearing should be no different.
Thus, all of the aids used in trials
should be used in the hearing. Even
though your audience is a judge,
instead of a jury, persuasive tech-
niques will be helpful in achieving
your goal of the denial of class certifi-
cation.

Along the same lines, you should
not feel constrained to limit your pre-
sentation to the elements of the class
action rules. Often it is helpful to
delve into the substance of the litiga-
tion. Such evidence will assist the
court in understanding that there may
be industry-specific reasons for deny-
ing certification.

To illustrate, suit was brought on
behalf of a consumer class of indirect
purchasers of fax paper who had been
damaged by a conspiracy among manu-
facturers. This action was brought
under state law because indirect pur-
chasers have no claim under federal law.
The evidence presented at the certifica-
tion hearing focused on the reasons that
such claims are not appropriate under
federal law, covering industry practice
and economic theory. Ultimately, the
class was not certified, in part because
the court determined that the claim did
not present an example of textbook-per-
fect competition. Thus, the class certifi-
cation hearing varied widely from an
appellate argument focusing on the ele-
ments of the class action rules.

The same approach was used in a case
involving an alleged conspiracy between
a manufacturer and its distributor to
maintain resale prices at higher than
competitive levels in the agricultural
chemical market. At the class certifica-
tion hearing, the economics expert testi-
fied about the nature of the challenged
restraint, the specifics of the industry,
and the economic irrationality of the
claim. The ultimate conclusion sought
by the defendants was that the claim
would require individual analysis of
competing products, market shares, and
competitive constraints at work. The
court denied certification because the
contested elements in the class action
could not be determined by common
proof.

These examples demonstrate that the
evidence at a class certification hearing
should be presented in a trial-like atmos-
phere. You should not be in any way
reluctant to go far beyond the elements of

the class action rules in order to develop
industry-specific evidence in support of
the conclusion that the class action device
is not appropriate in your case.

The goal is checkmate-an order
denying class certification. How you get
there in your specific case will be as
unique as a master game of chess. Yet
by studying the suggested moves, you
can improve your game and increase
your chances of prevailing in the high-
stakes match of class certification. LO

Faustian
Bargains

(Continued from page 28)

of poor people and their advocates, is an
opera fan. He has told me that he cues up
operas on his stereo according to the case
he is working on. Could Faust have been
an inspiration for this particular opinion?

My theme is captured in one of Jus-
tice Kennedy's observations for the
Court: "An informed, independent judi-
ciary presumes an informed, indepen-
dent bar." That presumption, far too
often, does not hold true.

In capital cases, dozens of death row
prisoners have been set free because they
were found to have been innocent in fact.
A Texas court had trouble holding that a
lawyer who slept during his client's cap-
ital trial was ineffective. A federal judge
noted that Texas paid an appointed
lawyer in a death penalty case $11.84 an
hour, and got what it paid for.

If the system excludes poor people
and people of color from equal access,
then its results are subject to legitimate
question. We the lawyers guard the
courthouse door, and almost nobody
enters unless they can find one of us to
walk in alongside them.

I believe we truthfully can be said to
have some responsibility for the posi-
tions we take, the procedures we use,
and the results we get. We are, in fact,
the system. In about the year 1087, Pope
Gregory VII received a letter from peas-
ants in Germany complaining that their
lord was grinding them too hard. The
lord, when asked to explain, said he was
doing no more to these peasants than
was justified by the custom of the place.

The Pope wrote back, "I would
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remind you that the Lord Thy God hath
said, 'My name is Truth.' He hath not
said, 'My name is Custom."'

We are condemned to signify. Our
professional gestures mean something,
not just for our clients but in the larger
context of the system called justice.
Louis XIV was king of France even
when seated on the chaise percie, and
we are speakers about justice even when
doing our daily work. Our thousand bar-
gains with good or evil are made piece-
meal, every day of our professional
lives.

And so, as a lawyer, I may make
metaphorical use of the Faustian legend,
as I defend the life or liberty of someone
committed to my care. But in my life, my
own piecemeal bargains, the legend lives
as well. I say to myself, fearful of my own
failures to heed my fellow creatures' calls
for justice: What if I wanted someday to
sell my soul to Mephisto? I might see him
at a distance, that old gentleman. Quick-
ening my step, I catch him by the shoul-
der, and he turns to look me in the face.

"Mephisto, old man. Remember me?
I am ready to sell you my soul."

And he looks at me, finally recogniz-
ing who I am. "Your soul?," he says with
that smile of his. "I already have it." I

Opening
Statement

(Continued from page 2)

Pivotal to this view is that attorneys
have no independent ethical controls
and associations like the ABA are
merely rubber stamps to cover up
unethical conduct. In reality, the ethics
commissions of the various states are
conscientious and often involve non-
lawyer members. As for the ABA, it is
continually working to refine profes-
sional standards and advance ethics
considerations into new areas of tech-
nology and practice.

The vast majority of members of the
trial and appellate bars diligently apply
an enormous number of ethics consider-
ations about which their clients have not
the slightest suspicion or knowledge.
Rather, as the survey demonstrates, it is
generally believed that lawyers' only

concerns are manipulating the system,
padding and inflating bills, delaying
proceedings, and fixing cases. In reality,
these things are very much the excep-
tion, regarded as reprehensible, never
condoned, and, in fact, sanctioned
whenever they are discovered. But tak-
ing the exception and generalizing it
into the rule is exactly what bias and
prejudice are all about.

The Need for Law
Let's face it: Although Americans are

largely law abiding, they are not always
law respecting and at the extreme are
often law avoiding. They do not regard
the law as a necessary institution with-
out which any civilization-much less a
complex, technological civilization-is
possible. They do not understand that
their personal freedoms are entirely
dependent upon the rule of law, and
therefore they do not suspect that
lawyers and judges are all that stand
between them and arbitrary government
and injustice on the one hand and chaos
on the other. They do not understand the
simple fact that lawyers are merely
those who have gone through a great
deal of work and training in order to
serve the institutions of law and the
ends of justice by representing these
same people's interests before the
courts of this land.

Americans do not understand that
legal rules are not mere technicalities,
and that our economy and culture rest
squarely on the shoulders of legal
precedent, without which it would be
impossible to have the certainty that
allows for either contract or investment.
Americans do not understand the need
for law, and therefore they misappre-
hend their need for lawyers.

We, as an association and as a profes-
sion, have been too inattentive to and
forgiving of this irrational prejudice,
which now is more critical than ever.
Legislation is being continually pro-
posed that seeks to curtail the actual
rights of our citizens based upon their
willingness to vote their biases. It is
time to stand up and demythologize
lawyers and their work. There used to
be a subject taught in our schools called
"Civics." It suggested, among other
things, that the founders of our country
had reasons for doing what they did and
that the institutions they created are
responsible not only for the freedoms
we enjoy today but, to a large measure,
for the prosperity. Instead, we have

come to call our profession a "business"
and our clients "consumers." This is a
grave mistake because such terms tend
to trivialize the responsibilities that are
really involved in everything we do.

Through the Town Hall gathering at
the next Annual Meeting, we will
address the eroding public confidence
in lawyers and the justice system.
Hopefully, too, we will try to recom-
mend realistic solutions to the appar-
ently escalating dilemma. We need to
address the public's access to justice,
the funding of the justice system, and
improvements in making the law more
comprehensible, as well as the tough
issues regarding improving lawyer-
client relationships, undignified adver-
tising, and demeaning the ethics of
others in the practice of law. We must
address how individual attorneys, law
firms, and bar associations at all levels
can become more honorable in the
public's eye.

It is the honorable lawyer who must
help society make the connection
between law and morality. The honor-
able lawyer is the one who possesses
wisdom, courage, and compassion to
work for what is right and good. It is
the honorable lawyer who must stand
up and be willing to trudge that road
less taken even if it means standing up
for what may be the less popular posi-
tion but the right thing to do. The hon-
orable lawyer does not settle or com-
promise a case just to end litigation, to
earn a fee, or to cease underwriting it
as a financial burden. It is the honor-
able lawyer who tries to connect the
legal system to the social network and
see to it that members of society con-
tribute to the common ground.

An example of an honorable lawyer
is John Adams, who defended the Rev-
olutionary soldiers accused of murder
in the Boston Massacre. The Section of
Litigation will reenact the massacre and
a civil wrongful death case trial, the first
of its kind in history, at the Annual
Meeting in Boston, April 25, 2002.
Adams's defense of the soldiers at a
criminal trial was unpopular at the time
and put him at great personal and pro-
fessional risk.

All through history, when things go
wrong, people often turn to lawyers to
make things right. But somewhere
between the altruistic goals of law
school and the actual practice of law,
many lawyers lose sight of this tremen-
dous social responsibility. They find
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